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One-shot spectral imaging that can obtain spectral information from thousands of 
different points in space at one time has always been difficult to achieve. Its realization 
makes it possible to get spatial real-time dynamic spectral information, which is 
extremely important for both fundamental scientific research and various practical 
applications1–3. In this study, a one-shot ultraspectral imaging device fitting thousands 
of micro-spectrometers (6336 pixels) on a chip no larger than 0.5 cm2, is proposed and 
demonstrated. Exotic light modulation is achieved by using a unique reconfigurable 
metasurface supercell with 158400 metasurface units, which enables 6336 micro-
spectrometers with dynamic image-adaptive performances to simultaneously guarantee 
the density of spectral pixels and the quality of spectral reconstruction. Additionally, by 
constructing a new algorithm based on compressive sensing, the snapshot device can 
reconstruct ultraspectral imaging information (/0.001) covering a broad (300-nm-
wide) visible spectrum with an ultra-high center-wavelength accuracy of 0.04-nm 
standard deviation and spectral resolution of 0.8 nm. This scheme of reconfigurable 
metasurfaces makes the device can be directly extended to almost any commercial 
camera with different spectral bands to seamlessly switch the information between 
image and spectral image, and will open up a new space for the application of spectral 
analysis combining with image recognition and intellisense.  
Spectral imaging technology can be used to capture spectral information for all 
points in the field of view1,4. This development trend of spectral analysis technology is 
indispensable in many areas, including but not limited to environmental monitoring5, 
medicine diagnoses, mineral resource exploration6, fine agriculture7, astronomy8, and 
so on. So far, spectral imaging only can be got by spatial or temporal scanning9–14 and 
spatial real-time dynamic spectral information cannot be captured. One-shot spectral 
imaging by integrating thousands of spectrometers to work together is unachievable for 
current spectrometers due to their complex structure and large volume. Therefore, much 
effort continues to be invested in the integrated micro-spectrometers using micro-nano 
filters instead of traditional spectroscopic techniques. There are two main types of 
micro-nano filters: resonant filters and broadband filters. Resonant filters, such as 
micro-ring resonators15–17, optical microcavities18,19, and resonant metasurface 
structures20–22, enable spectral analysis by separately filtering light of different 
wavelengths and offer relative high spectral resolution. However, it is difficult to 
simultaneously produce a broad spectrum and high resolution because the number of 
spectral channels corresponds to the number of filters used. On the other hand, 
broadband filters, such as quantum dot arrays2, photonic crystal plate arrays23,24, 
disordered scattering structures25, and nanowires with tuneable band gaps3, encode the 
spectral information of incident light into the response of a set of filters at different 
detector positions, and a computational spectral algorithm is used to reconstruct the 
incident spectrum2,3,23–27. This approach can save the number of filters and enable a 
broad-spectrum reconstruction. Even though there are reports on these types of micro-
spectrometers, one-shot spectral imaging has not been realized so far. The huge obstacle 
is how to get enough spatial resolution to form a spectral image. In this case, each 
micro-spectrometer with a group of filters operators as a pixel and the number of the 
micro-spectrometers decides the density of the spectral pixels, namely spatial resolution. 
Furthermore, how to adapt the ever-changing captured image is another critical issue 
for getting spatial real-time dynamic spectral information.  
In this work, we propose and demonstrate a one-shot spectral imaging device with 
both ultra-high spectral and spatial resolutions, namely an ultraspectral camera, in a 
broad visible light region. The proposed device is based on a reconfigurable 
metasurface supercell, which consists of 158400 metasurface units (400 metasurface 
units with different patterns make up a group and 396 groups are arrayed as 1822, See 
details in Supplementary S1), and operates as image-adaptive broadband filters to 
realize exotic light modulation for thousands of micro-spectrometers simultaneously 
with a very compact size. Spectral imaging is realized by integrating this reconfigurable 
metasurface supercell on top of a CMOS image sensor (CIS) and dynamically 
combining the metasurface units to form thousands of micro-spectrometers (Fig1 a). 
The effect of the number of metasurface units (N) in a single micro-spectrometer on the 
fidelity of the reconstructed spectra is investigated. We prove that the incident light can 
be modulated with a high degree of freedom by reconfigurable metasuface supercell 
with dramatic changes of transmitted light intensities (Fig1 b-c, See Supplementary 
Material S1 for more details), while only a small number of metasurface units (N=25 
per micro-spectrometer as schematically shown in Fig.1b) is enough for spectral 
imaging in practice. The output signals from the different modulation regions are 
collected by the CIS chip and then processed to reconstruct the incident spectrum by 
grafting the algorithm of compressive sensing. Based on this unique working principle, 
the proposed ultraspectral imaging is able to generate highly accurate spectra of all the 
pixels in the field of view to form spectral images in one measurement (Fig. 1d), and 
avoids the need for complex scanning operations (by micro-mechanical structures)9–11 
or switching filters12–14, so that a real-time dynamic spectral imaging with high accuracy 
and resolution is acquirable. In our study, the proposed device could capture a spectral 
image with more than 6336 pixels (8872 pixels) in a single shot; in particular, each 
pixel (micro-spectrometer) could reconstruct the spectrum over a wavelength range of 
300nm with a center-wavelength accuracy of 0.04-nm standard deviation and spectral 
resolution of 0.8 nm. Furthermore, ultraspectral imaging with /0.001 is 
demonstrated in visible region (: 450-750 nm) using a very narrow resolving band of 
=0.5 nm. Here, completely polarization-independent performance is realized due to 
the C4 symmetric metasurface design (Supplementary S2), which considerably expands 
the range of applications for this type of micro-spectrometer, as well as spectral imaging. 
While, to meet the specialized requirements of polarization applications, a polarizer can 
be added to the proposed device to easily transform its operation into polarization 
spectral imaging.  
 
Figure 1 Operation of the proposed ultraspectral imaging device. a, The device is composed of 
a reconfigurable metasurface supercell and a commercial CMOS image sensor (CIS) chip (Thorlab 
DCC3260M), which forms thousands of micro-spectrometers. During the spectral reconstruction of 
an object, the adjacent metasurface units in the metasurface supercell are dynamically combined 
into a reconfigurable and independent micro-spectrometer. b, Schematic of a single micro-
spectrometer operating as an individual spectral pixel of the device, the metasurface units are 
reconfigurable with number (N) between 20 and 400. c, Three scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
images of selected metasurface units with C4 symmetry. The corresponding modified transmission 
spectral curve is characterized using a monochromator for calibration. d, Snapshot spectral 
imaging. The light of the object to be imaged is incident on the metasurface supercell first. Then, 
the difference in the light modulation at various positions alters the measurement result recorded by 
the CIS chip placed below. Thus, the algorithm of compressive sensing can reconstruct ultraspectral 
information for all the pixels in an image with a single snapshot. e, Matrix equation for 
computational spectral reconstruction, where  is the intensity of the modulated light below the 
i-th metasurface unit detected by the CIS. 𝑓ሺλሻ is the test spectrum of the incident light with M 
bands. 
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The design patterns for the metasurface supercell are first formed via electron 
beam lithography on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) chip with a 220-nm-thick silicon layer; 
these patterns are then transferred onto the silicon layer by inductively coupled plasma 
etching. After that, the middle silicon dioxide layer is removed through wet etching 
with buffered hydrofluoric acid, thereby suspending the metasurface supercell. Finally, 
the top silicon layer of the SOI consisting of the suspended metasurface supercell is 
entirely transferred on top of a CIS chip using the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
transfer approach (See details in Supplementary S3). Obviously, the proposed device 
can be fabricated entirely using CMOS-compatible processing technology, which 
enables low-cost mass production. 
Modulated incident light is absorbed by the underlying CIS chip, which converts 
the optical signals to electrical signals. An algorithm is then applied to process the 
electrical data and reconstruct the incident spectrum. As the spectral imaging device is 
comprised of thousands of micro-spectrometers, here, we describe the working 
principle of a single micro-spectrometer. The transmission response of the i-th 
metasurface unit is denoted as ℎ௜ሺ𝜆ሻ, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N, where N is the number of the 
units in a single spectrometer, λ is the wavelength, and the incident spectrum to be 
measured is denoted as 𝑓ሺλሻ. Then, the signal intensity 𝐼௜ received by the CIS below 
the i-th metasurface unit is as follows: 
,                                  （1） 
where   is the absorption quantum efficiency of the CIS for wavelength λ , 
 is the dispersion curve of the lens imaging system, and  and  are the 
lower and upper limits of the incident spectral distribution, respectively.  
Here, we set  , which is the modified transmission 
spectral curve and can be predetermined via measurement (Fig. 1c, for more 
information about measured curves, see Supplementary S1). Accordingly, the signal 
intensity equation can be simplified as follows: 
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where the integral equations are discretized to produce a matrix equation as shown in 
Fig. 1e. In principle, the spectrum   can be directly reconstructed via matrix 
inversion if a sufficient number of equations are available. However, in practice, N is 
typically smaller than the number of spectral sampling points M in order to reduce the 
size of a single micro-spectrometer. Thus, a unique solution for the matrix cannot be 
obtained. In addition, even if N could be increased such that the matrix satisfies the 
inversion condition, errors would still occur in the value  measured by the CIS chip 
as well as the calibration value  of the transmission spectral curve. Therefore, 
the original spectrum cannot be accurately reconstructed by directly solving the matrix 
equation shown in Fig.1e. In this study, grafting the algorithm of compressive sensing, 
dictionary learning based on sparse coding28–30 is used to recreate the original spectrum 
(see Supplementary S4).  
To illustrate the performance of ultraspectral imaging, Fig. 2 presents 
measurements of monochromatic light sources over a spectral range of 450-750 nm 
with N=25. In particular, Fig. 2a shows a comparison of the reconstructed 
monochromatic light obtained using a single micro-spectrometer of the proposed device 
(blue line) with that obtained using a commercial spectrometer (black dashed line, 
OceanView QE Pro). As can be seen from Fig. 2b, the center-wavelength accuracy of 
the monochromatic light is as high as 0.04 nm, which is a standard deviation of the 
reconstruction error compared with the referenced commercial spectrometer.  
Another important performance indicator of a micro-spectrometer is its resolving 
performance for two monochromatic lights with very similar wavelengths. By using an 
adaptive band method to balance the conflicting requirements of spectral resolution and 
spectral width, it is possible to provide denser sampling points and higher resolution for 
reconstructing ultra-fine spectral lines. To demonstrate this, an experiment is conducted 
wherein a pair of peaks is formed by using the 546-nm line of a mercury lamp and a 
tuneable monochromatic light source. To resolve such ultra-fine spectral lines, we 
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reduce the sampling interval to 0.2 nm and limit the spectral band to within 2 nm 
(544.6-546.6 nm). As shown in Fig. 2c, using the adaptive band method, the micro-
spectrometer effectively resolves the abovementioned double peaks with a wavelength 
interval of only 0.8 nm. Here, the linewidths of the reconstructed double peaks (blue 
curves) are broadened to only 0.23 nm and 0.24 nm. To the best of our knowledge, this 
double-peak resolution is the best result obtained for an on-chip micro-spectrometer, 
and is approximately an order of magnitude higher than that obtained using a nanowire 
spectrometer3 (15 nm); in addition, it surpasses the results obtained using commercial 
portable spectrometers (approximately 2 nm, OceanView QE Pro). 
 
Figure 2 Spectral reconstruction of monochromatic light sources with N=25. a, Reconstruction 
results of narrow-spectrum light obtained using a micro-spectrometer of the proposed device (blue 
line) and those using a commercial spectrometer, namely OceanView QE Pro (black dashed line). 
b, Errors in narrow-spectrum light reconstruction. Here, the Gaussian envelope for the narrow-
spectrum light is assumed to estimate linewidth and center-wavelength. c, Reconstruction of double 
peaks corresponding to the 546-nm spectral line of a mercury lamp and 545.2-nm spectral line of a 
tuneable monochromatic light source; the interval between the two spectral lines is 0.8 nm, while 
the other spectral lines of the mercury lamp are removed using filters during measurements. 
In the visible light region, the proposed ultraspectral imaging device can accurately 
reconstruct both monochromatic light and complex broad-spectrum signals. Figure 3 
shows the reconstruction results for several types of broad spectra. The blue curve is 
obtained using the micro-spectrometer of the proposed device, while the red curve is 
obtained using a commercial spectrometer and serves as a reference spectrum. The 
concept of fidelity is introduced to quantitatively compare the original and the 
reconstructed spectra: 
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where X and Y represent the normalized original spectrum and reconstructed spectrum, 
respectively, and   and   are the corresponding intensities at the 𝑚 -th 
wavelength sampling point. The fidelities of the broad-spectrum reconstruction results 
obtained in this experiment are all above 98% even with a small number of metasurface 
units N=25 (Fig. 3a-c), thus demonstrating the good reconstruction ability of the 
proposed device.  
To evaluate the spatial pixel reconstruction ability of the proposed device based on 
the reconfigurable metasurface supercell, the effect of the number of metasurface units 
(N) in a single micro-spectrometer on the fidelity of the reconstructed spectra is 
investigated, where the N units are randomly selected from 158400 metasurface units 
with 400 different patterns; these evaluation results are shown in Fig. 3d. The error bars 
in Fig. 3d represent the variance of the reconstruction fidelity obtained for multiple 
possible random combinations for each N value. As N increases, the reconstruction error 
gradually decreases, while the value of fidelity gradually improves. This trend can be 
explained by considering that increasing N reduces the randomness of the solution to 
the matrix equation in Fig. 1e, thus makes the reconstruction process relatively more 
robust. For a single micro-spectrometer in the proposed device, N can be dynamically 
adjusted based on the reconfigurable metasurface supercell considering the noise level 
mp mq
to achieve an optimal trade-off between the pixel density and reconstruction quality of 
a reconstructed spectra, i.e. a small N and large spectral pixel density could be used at 
low noise levels, whereas a large N, but with degraded spectral pixel density, could be 
used at high noise levels. Moreover, for common spectra without intricate information, 
such as in the case shown in Fig. 3b, high fidelity can still be realized with N as low as 
20.  
 
Figure 3 a, b, c Reconstruction results of three broad spectra obtained using a micro-spectrometer 
of the proposed device (blue curve and yellow curve with different metasurface units N). The spectra 
detected by a commercial spectrometer are also shown as reference (red dot-curve). Fidelities for 
the three different spectra are all above 98% even with a small number of metasurface units N=25, 
indicating high consistency between reconstructed and reference spectra. d, Spectrum-
reconstruction fidelity of a micro-spectrometer with different unit number N. Error bars represent 
the variance in fidelity obtained by randomly selecting N units from 158400 metasurface units with 
400 different patterns. Here, the fidelities of the reconstructed spectra shown in Figs. 3a and b are 
calculated as examples for a complex and simple spectrum, respectively. It can be observed that for 
a small N, fidelity is relatively with high random, but still show a good reconstruction results with 
fidelity larger than 96%; as N increases, average fidelity gradually increases, and variance clearly 
decreases, which is in agreement with theoretical analysis. 
Finally, we implemented ultraspectral imaging (/0.001) with the 
reconfigurable metasurface supercell on top of a CIS, as shown in Fig. 4b. Figure 4a 
shows the ultraspectral imaging results for a plate of fruits under light from a 
fluorescent lamp. Here, the ordinary color image of the fruits and the metasurface 
modulated image are both shown in Fig. 4a, where the pattern of 6336 micro-
spectrometers can be loomed in the latter one. Ultraspectral information over a spectral 
range of 450-750 nm at a 0.5-nm sampling interval can be obtained by a snapshot 
fashion for all points in the field of view using 601 wavelength bands. To visualize the 
spectrum information with high spatial resolution (601 bands× 6336 pixels), we 
convert the spectrum data to a post-colored spectral image and a data cube, wherein 
spectral images at five single-wavelength of 510 nm, 540 nm, 570 nm, 600 nm, and 
630 nm are selected from 601 wavelength bands as examples and presented in Fig. 4a. 
It should be noted that the data cube (601×6336) is obtained in a snapshot manner 
rather than using the conventional method of spatial scanning or spectral filters with 
several bands. Figure 4c shows the spectral reconstruction results for different fruits at 
selected image positions indicated in Fig. 4a. Because no currently available 
commercial spectral imaging device can achieve similar functionality, no spectral 
reference curves of the corresponding objects are provided in Fig. 4c. Furthermore, 
using reconfigurable spectra pixels with an image recognition technique, the proposed 
ultraspectral imaging device can be used to generate any pattern of spectral 
reconstruction units locally and prevent jagged edges resulting from low pixel density 
in spectral imaging, which would be of considerable significance in image recognition 
applications. In addition, as demonstrated via our experiment, good reconstruction is 
possible even with an ordinary light source in our experiment, which is considerably 
important for in situ exploration and remote sensing applications. 
 
Figure 4 a, Photos of fruits captured using an ordinary color camera and our ultraspectral camera 
(black-and-white). The black-and-white photo was captured under light of ordinary fluorescent 
lamps. A post-colored spectral image and a data cube with 601 bands and 6336 spectral pixels are 
computationally reconstructed from the spectral imaging data, wherein five single-wavelength 
spectral images are selected from the 601 bands and presented as well. Here, the post-colored 
spectral image is reconstructed based on the Commission Internationale de l´Eclairage (CIE) 1931 
color space31. b, Ultraspectral camera with a reconfigurable metasurface supercell on the top of CIS. 
c, Spectrum reconstructions with N = 25 in five regions of different fruits, orange, date, loquat, 
banana, and tomato.  
In conclusion, we proposed and demonstrated snapshot ultraspectral imaging based 
on a reconfigurable metasurface supercell. An adaptive strategy determining the 
spectral bands and spatial units can balance conflicting requirements of spectral width, 
pixel density, and reconstruction accuracy. It is noteworthy that not only are micro-
spectrometers with a high center-wavelength accuracy of 0.04-nm standard deviation 
and spectral resolution of 0.8 nm realized within a broad wavelength range of 300 nm 
(450–750 nm), but also by integrating 6336 micro-spectrometers, a snapshot 
ultraspectral camera with /0.001 is demonstrated. Furthermore, the C4 symmetric 
design for the metasurfaces guarantees the polarization independence of the proposed 
device. Moreover, seamless integration of the reconfigurable metasurface supercell 
with commercial cameras avoids system incompatibility issues and enables real-time 
dynamic measurement. Thus, the demonstrated one-shot ultraspectral imaging with 
both high spectral and spatial resolutions can provide a real-time, dynamic, and high-
performance solution for various spectral imaging applications and even a brand-new 
prospect combining with image recognition and intellisense. 
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One-shot ultraspectral imaging with reconfigurable metasurfaces 
S1 Structure design of reconfigurable metasurfaces 
 In this study, we designed a reconfigurable metasurface supercell composed of 158400 
metasurface units, wherein 400 metasurface units with different patterns make up a group and 396 
groups are arrayed as 1822. These 400 types metasurface structures are designed with C4-
symmetric1 with three kinds of basic periodic patterns, viz. circular, square, and cross-shaped 
patterns, by changing their period, size, and orientation to obtain distinctive light transmission 
characteristics. As examples, 36 measured transmission spectra selected from these 400 types are 
shown in Fig. S1 and the corresponding parameters are listed in Table S1. Here, the wavelength 
range is 450–750 nm and sampling interval is 0.5 nm. During the spectral reconstruction of an 
object, the adjacent metasurface units are dynamically combined into a reconfigurable and 
independent spectral pixel. 
 Fig. S1. Measured transmission spectra: 36 spectra selected from 400 types of metasurface 
structures. 
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Table S1. Structural parameters for 36 HCGs selected from 400 types of metasurface 
structures.  
STRUCTURE 
INDEX HOLE PATTERN PERIOD (nm) SIZE PARAMETERS (nm) ORIENTATION  
1  cross 679 long side: 566   short side: 226 45º 
2  square 720 square length: 504 0º 
3 circle 720 radius: 252 0º 
4  square 720 square length: 504 45º 
5 cross 720 long side: 548  short side: 219 0º 
6  cross 720 long side: 548  short side: 219 45º 
7  cross 330 long side: 227   short side: 91 45º 
8  square 371 square length: 210 0º 
9  circle 371 radius: 105 0º 
10 square 371 square length: 210 45º 
11  cross 371 long side: 229  short side: 91 0º 
12  cross 371 long side: 229   short side: 91 45º 
13  cross 330 long side: 275  short side: 110 45º 
14 square 371 square length: 260 0º 
15  circle 371 radius: 130 0º 
16  square 371 square length: 260 45º 
17 cross 371 long side: 282  short side: 113 0º 
18  cross 371 long side: 282 short side: 113 45º 
19 cross 412 long side: 284   short side: 114 45º 
20 square 453 square length: 257 0º 
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21  circle 453 radius: 128 0º 
22 square 453 square length: 257 45º 
23  cross 453 long side: 279  short side: 112 0º 
24  cross 453 long side: 279   short side: 112 45º 
25  cross 412 long side: 343  short side: 137 45º 
26 square 453 square length: 317 0º 
27  circle 453 radius: 159 0º 
28  square 453 square length: 317 45º 
29  cross 453 long side: 345  short side: 138 0º 
30  cross 453 long side: 345  short side: 138 45º 
31  cross 494 long side: 340 short side: 136 45º 
32  square 535 square length: 303 0º 
33 circle 535 radius: 152 0º 
34  square 535 square length: 303 45º 
35  cross 535 long side: 330  short side: 132 0º 
36  cross 535 long side: 330  short side: 132 45º 
S2 Polarization-independent design for metasurface structures 
Polarization independence is an important feature for not only micro-spectrometers, but also 
spectral imaging devices, which enables stable operation under various complex measurement 
scenarios. In addition, the polarization-independence property allows a device to maximize the 
power of the incident light in a natural lighting environment; in particular, polarization 
independence could allow for the retention of at least 50% of the incident light energy, thereby 
significantly improving the signal-to-noise ratio in the reconstructed spectra. This is especially 
useful in weak-light detection applications such as biofluorescence measurement2. 
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In this study, to ensure that the proposed ultraspectral imaging device is polarization-
independent, metasurface structures have been designed with C4 symmetry1. The transmission 
spectra of the C4-symmetry metasurface structures with two mutually perpendicular incident 
polarized beams are simulated using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method; these 
spectra are shown in Fig. S2. In this figure, completely consistent transmission spectra 
corresponding to the two polarization directions indicate the insensitivity of the device to the 
polarization direction of the incident light.  
Furthermore, for specialized requirements of polarized detection, such as in the measurement 
of Raman spectra, the proposed spectra imaging device can be easily modified by adding extra 
polarizers.  
 
Fig. S2. Simulated transmission spectra of the 2D C4-symmetry metasurface structure with a (a) 
cross hole (period: 600 nm, long side: 500 nm, short side: 200 nm, thickness: 220 nm) and (b) 
circular hole (period: 540 nm, radius: 180 nm, thickness: 220 nm). 
S3 Fabrication of the ultraspectral imaging device 
Our fabricated ultraspectral imaging device is based on a reconfigurable metasurface 
supercell consisting of 158400 metasurface units integrated on top of a CMOS image sensor (CIS) 
chip. By dynamically defining 25 metasurface units as a single pixel (micro-spectrometer) with 
size of 80 µm × 80 µm, a spectral pixel density of 88 72=6636  and size of 7.74 mm 6.33 mm
(≈0.5 cm2) are realized.  
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Here, the reconfigurable metasurface supercell is fabricated on the top of a 220-nm silicon 
layer of a silicon-on-insulator (SOI ) wafer. Fig. S3 shows the fabrication process in detail, which 
is described as follows:  
1) Clean the SOI wafer and spin-coat the electron beam photoresist on the top of the SOI wafer.  
2) Form the metasurface pattern on the photoresist via electron beam lithography.  
3) Perform inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching, transfer the pattern onto the top silicon 
layer, and remove the remaining photoresist.  
4) Use wet etching with buffered hydrofluoric solution in a water bath at a constant temperature 
of 40 ºC for 3 min to remove the silicon dioxide layer under the top silicon layer.  
5) Prepare the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) transfer with a smooth surface and uniform 
thickness, and adsorb it on the top silicon layer with the metasurface supercell of the SOI chip 
using viscous force.  
6) Quickly tear off the PDMS transfer. The viscous force will peel the top silicon layer with the 
metasurface supercell off from the substrate.  
The peeled metasurface supercell closely sticks to the CIS chip and therefore forms the 
proposed ultraspectral imaging device. 
 
Fig. S3. Fabrication process for the proposed ultraspectral imaging device. 
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S4 Spectral reconstruction algorithm 
The mathematical model for spectral reconstruction has been introduced in Equation (1) and 
Fig. 1e of the manuscript. The reconstruction of the incident spectrum f is realized by solving the 
underdetermined system of linear equations with M unknown wavelength points and N measured 
values: 
 I Hf                                           (S1) 
where NI R  is the light intensity measured by the CIS, N MH R  is the measurement matrix, 
and Mf R  is the incident spectrum to be reconstructed. 
In our study, the spectral reconstruction algorithm is realized based on compressive sensing 
with sparse optimization and dictionary learning3,4. When the spectrum is sparse, such as in the 
cases of monochromatic light or atomic emission spectra, the linear equations can be solved by 
optimizing the 1l -norm minimization problem as follows: 
                        1 2 subject to f Hf I                    (S2) 
where the 1l -norm is defined as 1 1
n
ii
f f  and   is a positive restriction constant. 
When the spectrum is not sparse, which is a common case observed in practice, the spectrum 
f  should first be sparsely represented: 
                      f s           (S3) 
where M KR   is the sparse representation matrix and Ks R  is a sparse vector. The sparse 
representation matrix   can be obtained via dictionary learning5. Then, the reconstruction of the 
corresponding non-sparse spectrum can be achieved by solving the following optimization 
problem: 
             1 2 subject to Hs s I          (S4) 
By obtaining the optimal solution s, the incident spectrum f  can be calculated as  f s . 
Thus far, we have proved that input spectra with varied features (Figs. 2 and 3 in the manuscript) 
can be reconstructed using this combination of both sparse optimization and dictionary learning. 
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